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Official reports ban
on Nixon testimony
WASHINGTON (API - The Watergate investigators, judicial and
congressional, will get no testimony
(rom resident Nixon, the While House
said yesterday.
"We feel it would be constitutionally
inappropriate." said press secretary
Honald 1. Ziegler "It would do violence to the separation of powers."
Ziegler said the ban applies to sworn
testimony, informal statements and
written responses to written questions.

Nawtphoto by Gmnm J. Putkar

Safety
first

In an open mealing with students, J. Claud* Scheuerman, vke president foe
operation! lent night discussed noioni far installing surveillance cameras
"Wa'r* concerned about your safety, not your freedom." ho fold a group of
about 70 people

THE QUESTIONS arose again after
a story in the Washington Post quoted
federal prosecutors as telling Justice
Department superiors "there is justification for calling" the President
belore the federal grand jury
Zieglcr called the story "a shocking
and irresponsible abuse of authority on

the part of the federal prosecutors" if
it is true.
Ziegler said the White House has
ordered an investigation of what he
termed a leak of information dealing
with a grand jury investigation.
NOTHING in the Constitution grants
immunity to a president. He may be
summoned to court and is liable to
arrest
Thomas Jefferson established a
precedent in refusing to appear as a
witness in 1807 at the treason trial of
Aaron Burr, but the action did not bind
future presidents
Presidents Franklin Pierce and
Ulysses s Grant were arrested for
horse-and-carriage traffic violations
Ziegler said J Kred Buzhardt Jr.. a
special White House counsel, tele-

Surveillance monitors challenged
By Barb Bracker aad Urn Sealer Irr
SUCI Writers
"I never dreamed of any potential
opposition." claimed J
Claude
Scheuerman. University vice president
for operations
But last night toe opposition to the
University's proposed camera surveillance system materialized at an open
meeting between students. Campus
Safety Director Dale Shaffer and
Scneuerman

Approximately 70 people, most in
vocal opposition to the plan, bom
barded Shaffer and Scneuerman with
questions about the effectiveness and
feasibility of the surveillance system
"Part of the problem is misconceptions about the capabilities of the
equipment." Scneuerman said He said
the cameras are incapable of looking in
private rooms.
Scheuerman added that during an
April 19 test of a Motorola system.
"We never looked into a single dor-

mitory window that night Hut I wish
we would have Maybe wl could have
told you something
"OFFICERS could possibly sightsee, but not in the rooms I nope you II
trust us. he said
Shaffer denied the system would be
employed as anything but a deterrent
to crime
Calling the system ' an imperfect
solution at best" in reducing campus
crime, Scheuerman said. I've been on

top of the Library myself. The range of
the camera is such that we don't
expect to see any more crime than we
now see It's the deterrent effect."
Shaffer said Campus Safety hopes to
cut the response time to crime to three
minutes via a dispatcher monitoring
the camera.
He emphasised that an officer,
alerted by the dispatcher, must be
present to effectively deter crime.
THE CAMERA dispatcher, due to

Panel questions camera usage
Editor's Mte: The following oaestioas oa the
proposed camera system were sabmined to J.
Claade Scbeaermaa, vice president of operations,
aad Dale Shaffer, director of Campas Safety, by
Ike Band aapoiated by University President
Hollls A. Moare Jr. to evamate the proposed
system.
Q: What areas can and will be monitored''
A: The range of the two cameras will extend
from the Education Bldg. east to the Ice Arena.
Q: Night capability of the camera?
A: The camera magnifies light as low as .005
footcandli' so that there is clear visibility of
figures even in dark areas.
Q: Can the camera be used to monitor
activities within the dorm rooms?
A: No. due to the angle of inclination and
distance, the camera cannot scan the inside of
any dorm room. The purpose of the camera is not
to monitor activity within dorm rooms.
Q: How distinguishable are people on the
ground?
A: Due to the beighth of the building, it will be
most difficult to distinguish faces of people on the
ground.
Q: Can the camera vision be videotaped?
A: The equipment being purchased includes no
video tape capability
Q: Who will be watching the monitor?
A: The monitor for each of the two cameras
will be observed by the dispatcher in the Campus
Safety communication cubicle There are four
dispatchers who cover the 168-hour work week.
Q: What crimes or trouble will the camera

monitors hope to report''
A: The cameras will have four basic (unctions
pedestrian safety, parking lot surveillance, fire
prevention and traffic control
The type of crimes would include assault anil
batteries, abduction or rapes, purse snatching, or
indecent exposure
The parking lot surveillance would not only
cover pedestrian safety but theft and vandalism
involving parked vehicles.
In the area of fire prevention, cameras would
be focused on the buildings from the time foot
traffic ceases until it resumes in the morning
During events at the Ice Arena and Memorial
Hall, the camera could pinpoint traffic
bottlenecks
Q: How will the Campus Safety act on the
following types of activities spotted on the
monitor?
A: Horseplay-No action in most cases
Dispatch a car to the area in some incidents if
personal safety or violations may be involved.
Political activities-Due to the limited area
coverage of the cameras, no observation of
student demonstrations is possible at Williams
Hall or any other areas west of the Education
Bldg. Clearly, any campus demonstrations within
the area of camera coverage, such as at the
ROTC unit in Manorial Hall, can be observed.
The camera would provide no additional benefit
beyond the observation already assumed by
Campus Police personnel when student demonstrations are underway.
As indicated above, the cameras provide little
ability to distinguish faces of participants and

there is no videotaping of the camera vision
Thus, there will be no change in past practices
of allowing demonstrations to be conducted under
conditions specified by the University under
existing laws.
Sexual Activities-No action on parkers. etc.,
but in incidents which may involve assault,
indecent exposure or rape, a car would be
dispatched
Crime activities-Assault and batteries,
assaults, abductions, malicious destruction of
property, car would be dispatched.
Open containers-It would be impossible to
determine a particular type of container, and no
action would be taken unless there appears to be a
violation on public thruway
Drug use-Impossible in most cases to detect
this type of activity unless a drug party took place
outside the dormitory.
Kire-Tbe detection of a possible fire would
cause a car to be dispatched first, and if the
report was verified, the city fire department
would be dispatched.
Traffic-Bottleneck at activities at Memorial
Hall and the Ice Arena.
Q: What is the need for additional security?
Crime types and statistics?
A: From July 1. 1972 to May 29. 1973 (includes
fire calls) assault and battery. 22 complaints;
aggravated assaults, one; assault with a deadly
weapon, four; breaking and entering. 107;
breaking and entering attempted, two; bicycles
stolen. 141; burglary, one; disorderly conduct. 30;
o To "Comoro use questioned," page thro*

the limitations of the system, cannot
distinguish specific features of crime
suspects.
Rather, according to Shaffer, all that
can be determined on the camera
monitor are the sex. and clothing
characteristics of the suspect
The effectiveness of the system as a
crime control agent was further questioned, but Shaffer said be had no
statistics on any similar operating
units.
However, both he and Scheuerman
said they believed the system would be
effective in maintaining safety standards on campus.
When "Big Brother." reminiscent of
George Orwell's "19M" was mentioned, Scneuerman said, "I've read
' 1984.' and I'm against it 100per cent. I
don't see any parallel."
Even though fears were expressed
concerning invasion of privacy,
Scheuerman reaffirmed his position.
"We're concerned about your safety,
not your freedom," he said.
A meeting scheduled for today at 1
p.m. for the administration and members of the student committee
appointed by Scheuerman. was not
opened to the general public. However,
a number of people in the audience
indicated an interest in attending.

By Cart Baslelt
A statement calling for the installation of smoke detectors in apartments
throughout the city has been issued by
Student Body Organization (SBO)
President Bili Arnold. Bowling Green
Fire Chief Howard Rutter, and Wood
County Building Inspector Milton
Bengston
The statement, issued yesterday, discounted the installation of fire extinguishers in apartments because of "the
risk of overconfidence" they might
cause.
Arnold originally favored putting
extinguishers in each apartment, but
the other two members of the group
believed that might cause overconfidence, be said.

Arnold said.
He said because a "great deal of
horseplay and theft" of fire extinguishers represents
"a serious
problem," the group decided to propose that smoke detectors be placed in
every apartment.
"Smoke detectors are cheap, and
they don't present any problem for
installation." Arnold said.
"Obviously, fire extinguishers don't
warn all other residents as a smoke
detector system would This is an
important point."
Arnold said the proposal now will be
given to an assistant Ohio fire marshal,
who will rewrite it in legislative form
and resubmit it to the group. Arnold
said the group will then try to get the
proposal passed in the Bowling Green
City Council.

"THERE ARE a number of hazards
involved in having fire extinguishers.
As a group, it was brought up that in
the past some students have been
somewhat indiscreet in their use of fire
extinguishers for illegal purposes,"

THE PROPOSAL would probably
meet resistance from some Bowling
Green landlords, be said.
"This is something we have to consider, but I think Chief Rutter s
backing is important and will probably

outweigh the opposition." he said.
Arnold said he had no idea of when
the proposal would be submitted to
council.
He said at present there is no legislation which requires landlords to have
any type of fire protection equipment
in their apartments.

the past have demonstrated their
responsibility at various fires, and
feels they can do the job. ' he said.

ARNOLD SAID the group also proposes that the present municipal utilities building at Wooster Street and
Thurstin Avenue be converted into a
fire station, manned by University students trained as firefighters
"This is definitely going to be a
reality. It's just a matter of time until
it's accomplished." Arnold said.
He added that the change would
probably take about a year due to the
necessity of moving offices and
conducting architectural surveys to
adapt the building for fire equipment

He said these homes are often not inspected, and have no provision for fire
safety.
"I think there are students living in
potential fire traps," he said.

Arnold said the group favors having
trained students work at the new
station
"Chief Rutter feels that students in

ARNOLD SAID the group also discussed the rental of private homes to
students, something he said "should be
looked into."

But Arnold said the other two members of the group did not share bis
views about the proposal to make
smoke detectors mandatory in such
houses
"They agreed there is a problem, but
they are not sure bow we should proceed," Arnold said.
"At this point they see problems with
landlords and building inspections, and
at this point they don't want to attack
the problem, "be said.

RICHARDSON was ordered to take
appropriate action with the aim of
seeing "it doesn't happen again "
Asked about a possible presidential
appearance before the Senate Watergate committee. Ziegler said:
"There's no consideration being given
that at all."
In federal court yesterday, Roy
Sheppard was granted immunity for
his testimony before the Senate
committee which resumes its televised
hearings June 5.
SHEPPARD is the trucking
company employee who removed cartons of documents from the White
House after the Watergate breakin last
year, reportedly on orders.
At a White House briefing yesterday,
Henry A Kissinger acknowledged his
office supplied the names of Kissinger
aides to be tapped in an investigation of
news leaks in 1989
"It was legal, it followed regular
procedures and it followed established
criteria." the President's national
security advisor told newsmen
"I DON'T FIND wiretapping a particularly attractive procedure." Kissinger said. "I don't find leakage of
documents a particularly attractive
procedure."
The Senate Watergate committee, in
the midst of a long Memorial Day
recess, will call former high-level
administration officials to testify by
the end of June, said its vice chairman,
Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. (R-Tenn).
That category Includes former Atty.
Gen. John Mitchell. H. R. Haldeman.
John D. Ehrlichman and John W. Dean
III.

Weather
Variable cloadlacss today. High
la the low to mid Ms. Partly
cloudy toaigbt aad tomorrow Low
la the lower Ms. High tomorrow la
the Ms.

SBO appoints new
voter office director
The Student Body Organization
(SBO) steering committee yesterday
confirmed the appointment of Fred
Johnson, junior (A&S), as the new
director of the Office of Voter
Awareness
Johnson, a political science major,
worked at the voter office last year and
has done research on student voting
rights

Smoke detector installation proposed
M«*»glag Editor

phoned Atty Gen. Elliot L. Richardson
Monday night to investigate the source
of the Post's report.

He was appointed May 24 by a
committee composed of Dennis Grady,
SBO coordinator of state and
community affairs; Greg Jackson,
graduate student and former director
of the Office of Voter Facilitation. Ms.
Sheilah Fulton, a member of the
League of Women Voters; and Sam
Ferrucio, sophomore (AaiS), and Fred
Hoffman, sophomore (B.A.). SBO
steering committee members.
THE COMMITTEE made their
choice after interviewing Johnson and
two other applicants.
Grady said be was disappointed that
the committee received only four
applications and that only three
applicants showed up for interviews.
He said the question of political
partiality may have been one reason
for so few applications
"Some students who had planned on
applying changed their minds because
they felt they were politically partial,
and that that type of person wouldn't
be capable of handling the job.
"I'm against this. Somebody's going
to have to have some type of political
motivation to be interested in this job
in the first place." be said. "If there
would have been a question of political
partiality, the committee would have
discovered it in the interview."
GRADY SAID the committee
questioned the applicants on their
involvement in political and extracullicular activities, whether or not
they were registered voters, and what
they thought the function of the Office
of Voter Awareness and SBO is or
should be.

foeo 2/TrM. BO Now., Wodneeeon/, Mey 30, 1973
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column irks ou student

fire safety
For students living in off-campus apartment complexes,
there's still hope for better fire protection.
Howard Rutter. Bowling Green fire chief. Milton Bengston,
Wood County Building Inspector and Bill Arnold. Student Body
Organization president, have written a statement asking that
smoke detection systems be installed in every apartment within
city limits.
The proposal will be submitted to a state assistant fire marshal
who will rewrite it in legislative form, and then submit it to city'
council for passage.
This is definitely a step in the right direction. But the time
element involved in getting the proposal into workable form
should not stop landlords from purchasing their own fire
detection devices.
The proposal may take months if red tape-and who knows how
many more tragedies students may have to encounter before
adequate fire protection is finally a reality?
One reason given against requiring fire extinguishers in every
apartment is that they are subject to theft and that students may
discharge them illegally.
College students must be given more credit.
The two fires within the last month have surely awakened
students to the everpresent dangers of apartment fires. If fire
extinguishers were to be installed, we doubt that students would
misuse them.
Although the Ohio fire code does not require fire extinguishers
or alarm systems in apartment complexes, landlords must
realize that damage done at two apartment complexes within the
last month and one-half is proof that adequate fire detection
equipment is sorely needed.
Adequate fire protection equipment must be installed now
before students are forced to encounter another tragedy.

opinion

secret door
By Gary Brow*
CaetU'oiamBbt
Hi' I MiHandi WriKht'

I'm really not. 1 law that name
scrawled on the outside of a door. I
don't know who she is. I really don't
care That name was written on the
side of the door I could see. What I
wonder about is on the side I can't see.
What exactly is on the other side of the
door to the ninth floor of the library?
Is it mysterious'' Perhaps the secret
laboratory of a mad geology major,
where he sits amid his towering piles
of rocks Or maybe it's the dimly lit lab
where life is bom. (No. not that way!)
I mean, imagine, the strange Dr.
Krankenehlen. wipping up a lineman or
two to lurk around the stadium on
windy, rainy, autumn afternoons.
Here my imagination runs wild. I see
stacks and stacks of the ancient dead
sea scrolls, dredged from depths of the
Maumee River. I figure anything
coming (rum there has to be dead.
Speaking of dead, has anyone seen
that nice Mrs Hazel, or Hazelton. or

something like that; the lady who
works... er... used to work in the
library? The "staff only" elevator took
her for a ride? St. Peter let her in
through the ninth floor door.
I VISUALIZE a giant meeting hall.
with a huge wooden table with big
overstuffed leather chairs. Around it
are all the high-ranking administration
officials, engulfed in a cloud of smoke
Decisions are being made I feel
humble. So this is where they are all
those times we need them.
This dream bursts, as I see. instead,
others engulfed in a cloud of smoke
They sit on crates and play pinochle
These are the janitors, when you can't
find them when you need them.
But wait! The last dismal, quite
undramatic scene might not be so. For
the sake of BG's mystery. I certainly
hope not. Why. yes. That's got to be it
It's so obvious. A locked door, yet
windows look out over campus. Do you
see what I mean. Randi? Maybe we've
bad that television security system all
along...

By DavM M. Dickse*
OUo loivrriily
<;*est Cotomalst
Mr. George N. Miller:
Having read your correspondence to
Mr. HoUoway (BG News, May 241. I
feel not only obligated to reply but also
infuriated with your rationale.
In response to your question as to the
reason why "black brothers" remain
on campus, let me say that if the
presence of "those black and beautiful
sisters" constitutes the primary
justification for your presence, then
perhaps you should re-examine your
priorities.
You are here, first and foremost, to
receive an education, the quality of
which should determine whether or not
this University is "worth your while."
All other criteria should be
secondary-including the black sisters.
Now let's discuss some elementary
economics. With the implication that
Mr. Ilolloway should have objected to
a recent University decision, you
stated, "The University decided to tear
down the Delta Sigma The la sorority
house because it would cost too much
money lapprox $50,000) for only six
people to live in."
ACCORDING
to
simple
mathematical calculations, the per
capita expenditures for this renovation
project would exceed $8,000. Un the
other hand, recent renovation
appropriations given by the University
to other greeks ranged between $82,000
and $121,000.
Incidentally, Mr
Miller, when
speaking in terms of tens of thousands
of dollars and one hundred thousand
dollars, an estimation with a
differential of $39,000 ($121,000 $82.0001
is, statistically speaking, inaccurate.
In the future, please be more precise
with your figures. Nevertheless for the
sake of simplicity. I shall concede that
the University did appropriate
$121,000
In order for the University to receive
a return on its investment. $121,000
must be allocated in such a fashion so
as to benefit as many students as
possible.
I hardly think It is fallacious or
extreme to assume that at least 2,000
students benefited from the
University's renovation project
Again,
applying
simple
mathematical operations, we can
deduce that the per capita
expenditures totaled a mere $60.
Compare this figure to $8,000 Your
argument fails by reductio ad
absurd ium.
CONCERNING the incident you cite
in which a "pregnant little sister" was
the target of water balloons, you
question Mr HoUoways sincerity

because be did not react to the
situation by writing to this newspaper.
If that be the case, Mr. Miller, then
in the future I shall expect your
reaction to the robbery of my two
beautiful white brothers'' by your two
"beautiful black brothers" in Anderson
Half
Let's compare the situations.
Harnleu water balloons were
harailewly tossed at a "sister." In this
incident, not one single law was
broken. Perhaps some pride was hurt,
but no adverse physical repercussions
resulted from this incident.
However, in the Anderson Hall
robbery, let me enumerate the civil
laws that were allegedly broken
according to the police reports; 1)
assault, 2) battery. 31 possession of a
firearm at a state university campus
without authorization, which is strictly
forbidden by House BUI 1219, 4) grand
larceny, S) robbery of an inhabited
dwelling. 6) entering a private
dwelling with force without
authorization. 7) vandalism of public
property (the telephone 1.8) carrying a
concealed weapon
IN SHORT, there is no comparison
whatsoever between the two incidents.
(Jnce again, Mr. Miller, your argument
fails by reduction ad absurdium.
Let us now consider the incident in
which a few windows were broken, the
cause of which was. in your words,
"mischievous boys." Now, compare
that blatant act of criminality
performed by your "brothers" in
Anderson Hall to this incident of
"mischief."
In comparison, their act does appear
to be "mischievous." doesn't it?
Concerning Campus Security, do you
still believe that their job is confined to
the "busy patrol of the bike racks?"
Unfortunately, it isn't-thanks. of
course, to the criminal acts such as
those, which were allegedly committed
by your black brothers.
To whom does Mr. HoUoway owe his
present status as a student? Of course,
he owes it to you and to your "Mack
brothers." After all. did you not
demand (imagine that, you actually
demanded!) that this University enroll
more black students as both graduates
and undergraduates?
MR. HOLLOWAY, you are to be
forever indebted to Mr Miller Mr
Miller, who the hell do you think you
are' What gives you the right (and I'm
sure you thought it was your right) to
demand that there be an Immediate
increase in black enrollment?
Did you ever hear of academic
standards? Would it not have been
more equitable to other students,
whites as well as other minorities, if
you would have demanded that any
blacks who meets the necessary

qualifications and standards should
automatically receive admission?
There is a law against
discrimination If you thought that the
University was discriminating by race
in selecting its students, there are
legal recourses to rectify this
wrongdoing.
But no! You and your "brothers"
insisted that the University increase
its enrollment of blacks, whatever
their academic qualifications may be.
In fact, Mr. Milter, you yourself
were asking that the University
practice racial discrimination by
accepting blacks over whites.
WHEN ADMISSION is limited due to
physical obstacles (I.e.. lack of
dormitory space), the only result. If
your demand was met, would be the
reduction of white students, who would
be replaced by "black brothers."
Discrimination works both ways,
Mr. Miller You do not eliminate
discrimination by practicing counter
discrimination.
Academic
achievement is the only criteria by
which admission should be judged.
Finally, let us discuss the procedures
which you and your brothers employed
to insure that your demand be met.

You stated, "It was worth Mocking the
administration building in military
style so that we could reach our goal,
even though it meant going to jail."
HOW DEDICATED you are! How
brave!
Unfortunately. Campus
Security must have been "busy
patrolling the bike racks" at that time
because that's exactly where you
belong-in jail, which, of course, is the
penalty for civil disobedience
Because of your actions. Mr Miller.
I'm sure Bowling Green State
University is a "better place."
If this letter is published, it will
surprise me for three reasons: 1) it
presents a critical view of the "black
experience;" 2) it is written by a
staunch conservative, who is not a
student at Bowling Green (although he
is extremely familiar with its
environment and atmosphere); 3) it
makes sense.
To steal aphrase from William F
Buckley Jr.. "THat's the way it is.
baby "
As I do not have a Bowling Green
address, if you want to hear the entire
story, drop a line in the classifieds,
and I'll contact you I'll be waiting!
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reader's forum
symptoms?
We wish to express our deepest
sympathy concerning "the partial
passing" of our experimental studies
program. we only hope that this is not
a symptom of a terminal disease which
will ultimately obliterate any hopes of
new trends in education at Bowling
(ireen State University.
Supposedly the graduates of BGSU
are progressive" in their thinking,
we only marvel at bow BG can turn out
such
tree-thinking
Individuals "
when its most promising curriculum is
being interred
It appears that our University Is not
practicing what it is preaching."
Obviously, the value of our

experimental studies program is in
question-tbe courses that are offered
are not required by any of the colleges
which have rigidly outlined that which
they think we need to develop our
intellectual capacities.
HOWEVER, the enjoyment that
results from an experimental studies
course stems from the fact that the
student has chosen to follow his own
interests to fuUUI his personal needs.
We would like to express our
appreciation to Dr. Trevor Phillips
who has thrown off the chains of
mediocrity to provide an escape from
our "educational wasteland "
Pat Anderson

Pam Hosang
Pat Kumse
Carolyn Thomas
930 B. Wooster
Kllyii Mimics

SOaCloughSt 26-B

library funds
In reply to Paula Aderfer's letter
about library inefficiency.
1. The 2nd floor monitor is needed to
curtail book theft- currently a problem
of several thousand yearly-and to
provide information The doors cannot
be locked as it would constitute a fire
hazard and deny the handicapped

access to the building via the ramps.
2. Collections are moved about to
meet shifting patterns of need. Recent
work included creation of a periodicals
collection and dissolution of the
undergraduate (cl) collection-both on
the first floor
3. As regards idle workers any
business will have slack periods in
which people will gossip and drink
coffee.
THE LIBRARY is in serious trouble.
Plant faculties such as elevators and
decking are in faulty repair and there
is not enough money to adequately
stock and maintain the materials
demanded by users.
As the federal and state
governments refuse to provide the
needed money, we need to do it
ourselves. We do this by looking at the
General Fee Budget, which provides us
with library money, and see where cuts
can be made without hamstringing the
operation of the University. One area
that stands out is athletics.
I neither work at the library nor am
in Library Sciences.
FranxC. ZriHch
151* E. Wooster

qualifications
Mr. Brancheau:
What makes you think that you are
qualified to pass judgment on Mr.
Graham?
Unless you are or know a universal
definition of the word asshole, I
doubt that you know what you are
talking about.

'WE CANT EAT THE HORSE — WE'RE GOING TO NEED HIM FOR TRANSPORTATION

R.Molnar
1017 Of f enhauer West

lone ranger
Having in mind the police officer
patrolling the hallways of Founders I
am waiting for an observant female to
write the editor of The News and
complain about all the guys who are
bitching about the zoom-lens camera
surveillance system that will be
installed atop the library.
THE STUDENT apathy may ignore
this "Orwellian Horror," but when it
comes I can only hope those people will
understand when they see this
Individual wearing his Lone Ranger
mask in that area of the campus.
It would be nice if some of these
bureaucrats In our organization would
use their beads more than their butts.
Dave Anderson
lfSRodgers

explanation
Ater many nasty remarks and phone
calls I feel it necessary to write thto.
1 only wrote my letter as an
expression of my opinion However, I
have discovered that the students here
demand reasons. My reasons follow:
1. Mr. Graham has outgrown his
purpose In that he no longer preaches
the word of the Lord, but merely
interprets it to suit his own needs.
2 Rapists should be castrated."
Tbey are sick people who are only
products of our sick and getting worse
society. They need help, not physical
abuse. We should look at our own
society and blame it, then work on a
universal cure.

J. "THERE Is no sex in Heaven."
Where does be get a statement like
that? Sex in human life can be one of
the prime determinants of our
happiness. It can be the most beautiful
experience possible between a man
and a woman. Certainly any
experience this exuberant would bold
some place in Heaven.
4. In my opinion, anyone who
preaches against the sickness in our
society cannot, without being
hypocritical, support Richard Nixon.
OUR PRESIDENT is a criminal, a
murderer, and a power-craved puppet
of society's evils. Such seems illogical
to be supported by a man of God. Mr.
Graham's unending support of Mr.
Nixon should be enough to make a
person concerned with human welfare
sick.
My statement will be contracted
when Mr. Graham realizes that after
Mr. Nixon's impeachment, be is no
more close to the word of God as I am
to atheism.
Michael Brancbeau
318 Darrow

illegal doings
Authoritarianism is when everything
is made illegal.
That is how individuals and groups
the authorities don't like or find to be
personal or organizational threats, can
be kept in line.
It isn't the action*, it's the people
they want to eliminate.
FranxC. Zrilich'
151 ViE Wooster

AWyX), 1*73, IK.K.N.»,>ht.l

Fund allocation bill pending

F/ne arts complex in jeopardy
By Bark Broker
Staff Writer
A proposal to begin
construction of a University
fine arts complex in the
summer of 1971 will
probably be eliminated

because of budgetary
cutbacks.
Dr. Michael Ferrari,
acting provost, said.
"Dramatic reductions have
been made in the governor's
budget for education. And as
the reductions effect us. the

Graduate data sought
The Placement Office is now collecting information about
June and August, 1973 graduates. Students who have
accepted employment, will be attending graduate school, or
are entering the service should notify the office by calling

SIMM

Any students woo still are seeking employment should
stop at the office and complete either the senior registration
form or the alumni enrollment form before leaving campus.
These are used by the Placement Office staff to make
referrals on behalf ol students

fine arts complex will
probably have to be cut."
The University had asked
the Ohio Board of Regents
for a 1973-7S bienmum
allocation of K million to
finance the project. The
complex would house
facilities for music, theater,
art and dance.
BUT DR. FERRARI said
although the bill which could
provide the funds is still
under consideration, "if I
had to bet on It. I'd say we
won't get the money. The
governor has declared a
moratorium on that type of
spending.
"Most of the money that's
allocated is to be used for

renovation rather than new
construction.
"However, we are still
hopeful that we may be able
to get it into the budget,"
said Dr. Ferrari. "The
president (University
President Hollls A. Moore
Jr.) Is pressing very hard to
make certain people in
Cohunbus understand how
much we need such a
faculty."
In October 1972. a Fine
Arts Complex Planning
Committee was appointed
by President Moore to
formulate plans for the
structure.
Dr. David Fulton,
chairman of the computer
science department and

ewsnoTes
Charges filed
WASHINGTON (API - An Air
Force colonel who commanded U.S.
war prisoners filed court-martial
charges against eight Army and
Marine enlisted men yesterday
He accused them of "misconduct
while in a North Vietnamese prison
camp."' the Pentagon announced
The action by Col. Theodore W
Guy of Tucson. Aral, was the first
such move against any of the 566 US
military POWs who have returned
borne
Pentagon spokesman Jerry W.
Friedheim did not disclose the
specific charges or any details, but
military sources said Guy accused
the eight of aiding the enemy, disobedience to orders and disrespect to
superior officers.

Freak accident
WASHINGTON tAPl - President
Nixon yesterday described the crash
of one of the presidential fleet helicopters that killed a Secret Service
agent as "one of those freak accidents ."
The crash occurred Saturday night
in the Atlantic Ocean off the

Bahamas where Nixon was a guest of
millionaire industrialist Robert
Abplanalp.
The accident took the life of J.
Clifford Dietrich. 25. formerly of
Greenwich. Conn., and slightly
injured three Army crew members
and six other agents

Antioch strike
YELLOW SPRINGS. Ohio (API Dean Ewell Reagin testified
yesterday Antioch College students
will receive credit for courses taken
during the six-week-old student
strike
He said seniors will be allowed to
graduate The term was scheduled to
end June 13, but the school has been
closed since April 20 by students demanding quaranteed financial aid.
Reagin took the stand yesterday
during the third day of a Greene
County Common Pleas Court hearing
on a suit seeking an injunction
against the strike Closing arguments
will be heard today

Court decision
WASHINGTON (AP) - Radio and
television stations may flatly refuse
to sell commercial time for statements on public issues, a divided

Supreme Court held yesterday.
The court voted 7-2 to reverse a
panel of circuit judges that ruled a
flat ban on paid public issue
announcements violated the First
Amendment if other kind of paid
announcements were accepted.
The Justices, however, differed
more widely on just why the lower
court was in error The decision left
open the possibility that some type of
guaranteed access to the air waves
could win support from the high
court.

Skylab talk

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE
CALL

352-7444

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) Skylab 1 astronauts, apparently
feeling the effects of working in
temperatures of more than 80
degrees, asked in an unusual secret
conversation with space officials yesterday that use of a bicycle exerciser
aboard the orbiting space station be
curtailed.
Rules for the space mission forbid
private conversations except In case
of emergency. Conrad apparently felt
sufficiently concerned about the work
load on himself and crewmates Dr.
Joseph P. Kerwin and Paul J. Weitz
to ask for the secret talk.

Crowded
QUQrtGrS

Nawictoro by &•»• J. Puilar
Nearly evwry artist csnaMan omoW apace a necessity.
However, art stwoents oeparantry wl hove to endure In*
"«"*«l»d quarters in the Fine Arts Bldg. awhile longer rf the
governor's education budget n cut.

Camera use questioned
installed on the east end of
the campus and one of the
two cars could be used to
respond to calls in this area
foot patrolmen could cover
the west end of campus. II
the cameras are lound to be

patrolmen?
A: Two officers would
cost approximately (22,000
per year for the first two
years ..,..; nun after that.
We have discussed the
feasibility of student
patrolmen with Director
Shaffer and he believes that
student patrolmen cannot be
used in present day law
enforcement due to the
many technicalities involved
and the possibility of civil
liability.
Q: If McDonald and
Offenhauer can't be
observed, what security
measures will be adopted in
those areas?
A: If cameras were

Disturbance, 26; fire
calls, 20. grand larceny. 121.
petit larceny. 280; malun
destruction, 81; armed
robbery, two; indecent
exposure, eight; rape, two;
vehicle theft. 13, vehicle
accessory theft, 34. and
vehicle damage by
tampering, 48.
(Note: This represents the
major crime complaints,
but not the total complaints
received.)
Q: What are the
alternatives and relative
costs available for
improving security if the
camera isn't used?
Patrolmen? Student
BBBBjaxasBBBSswawawaaSB

an effective crime
deterrent, then at tome
latei date a similar
installation could be marie in
the west end ol campus,
providing federal funds
could be ubt.iiuctl

Concert set for tonight
The University Symphonic Band and the Men's and
Women's Choruses will present a concert tonight at the
Student Services Bldg. featuring a concert-in the-park
atmosphere
The windows of the building will be opened to provide a
forum-like setting for the evening's music, which will
include Sousa marches and excerpts Irom the musical
"Mame," as well as many other numbers
The concert is free and open to the public In case i>f r.im.
it will be held tomorrow evening

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

Sign up Fall
Rush

cheap nife
is back
at Pag Mai's.

440 Student Services Bldg.

Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65

2.2 accum only necessary
$2.00 registration fee

(based on 4 person occupancy)

Wed., May 30-Fri., June 1
9-12, 1-5

• Facilities include

HOURS:
12-5

■

NOW
LEASING

•
•
•
•
•

SPECIAL
Get Set For Summer
NOW!

■ m

UK#L tbSt

MEMENTO PLATES

BUT. ACCORDING to Dr.
Fulton,
before the
committee disbanded, it
planned what the complex
was to contain. However,
these plans were never sent
to an architect since the
project funding drifted into
jeopardy.
Dr. Fulton said committee
members were disappointed
at the probable elimination
of a project which would
have "rounded out and
completed the fine arts
facilities on campus."
He said the complex would
include facilities for art.
music, dance, theater and a
"good-sized auditorium
which would have been
useful to the entire
University community.
"These are all things
which have been lacking in
the past." said Dr. Fulton
"But they are things which
the fine arts complex would
have provided. Of course,
the Regents, in their
wisdom, have decided not to
do that."

e from page one

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515 E. WOOSTER

committee head, said the
planning committee was
de-activated at the end of
fall quarter when the fine
arts project's funding first
became doubtful.

heap i»w bdskeC
d ^vriictiW..
I
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BlOUSeS

(All Long Sleeve)

25% Off

Slacks and Jeans i&tjrestodo 20% off
Knit Bathing Suits
50% off

have arrived at

1^2 baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool
Contact Our Rental Agent at

741 High St.
352-6248

Sat

Mrs. 10-12.1-5,7-11 Everyday but Wed.

525 Ridge

hat's not
Fall
t<>T*,

A perfect remembrance gift
of B.G.S.U. for graduating
seniors. Plates made exclusively for Vatan's in Denmark of Prout Chapel, Bowling Green State University.
ALSO TROPHY, PLAQUE
AND ENGRAVING

Vatan's
109 N. Main

To yotr4oor or in the Store/
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Plan proposes end to shooting
SAIGON (API • Henry A.
Kissinger and Hanoi's Le
Doc Too have agreed to a
new peace plan that calls (or
Saigon and Viet Cong forces
to stop
shooting
but
apparently makes no proposal for ending the war in

the cease-fire

Cambodia,
government
sources said yesterday
Canada
announced
in
Ottawa that it will withdraw
its peacekeepers from the
International Commission of
Control
and
Supervision,
charged with supervising

THE PLAN provides for
an immediate halt to all
American
reconnaissance
flights over North Vietnam
and an end within 24 hours to
hostilities between Saigon
government forces and the
Viet Cong
Kissinger has emphasized
he intends to conclude the
agreement with Tho at their
next round of talks beginning June 6 in Paris.
The timetable in the new
plan goes like this
-Between five and 10days
after a cease-fire. Saigon
and the Viet Cong will per-

Police offering reward
Campus Safety is offering a $200 reward for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of two subjects wanted
in connection with last Wednesday's armed robbery in
Harshman Quadrangle
A news release from Dale Shaffer, director of Campus
Safety, said information "will remain strictly confidential
The release described both subjects as black males, one
about 6 3. 145 lbs . with a small, thin moustache, and the
other as 5'8 ". 160 lbs., with wire-rimmed glasses short hair
combed straight back, and an unshaven beard
They are wanted in connection with the early morning
armed robbery of three Harshman residents Police said the
pair gained entry to a room, bound and gagged one of the
residents and forced the other to load a pillow case with
personal belongings
' They reportedly then tied him and went lo another room,
where they robbed another resident He was alone in the
room at the time

mit monitors from both
sides lo be deployed with
their immunity guaranteed
-In the same time period
the
United States
will
resume clearing mines from
North Vietnamese waters
and resume economic talks
with Hanoi

-WITHIN six months a
Council of National Reconciliation and Concord is to be
established and the procedure set for national elections.
-Safety corridors are to
be set up for personnel of
one side to travel through
the territory of the other.
-Step-by-step demobilization will be carried out by
both sides.

Post office to relocate
Mail delivery on Monday.
June 4. may be delayed
because of a move by the
University post office.
John Sockman. manager
of
University
postal
services, said yesterday the
post office will be moving to
the northeast corner of
Commons for the summer
because of renovation of its
present
University
Hall
location.
He said some delay should

be expected in departmental
mail
delivery,
but
that
postal employees "will do
their utmost to facilitate"
the delivery
Sockman said the hours
for the new post office will
be 9 30 a.m. to noon and 1-

Reg. 35<

25

Associated Pre Wif .photo

Lemonade
station

ho twitched to tho lemonade business. Ho told $20 worth of
lemonade in five days.

Energy experiment set
tA&Sl. a spokesman for the
class, said yesterday they
will begin monitoring the
amount
of
electricity
consumed in Hayes Hall this
week, and at the same time
ask students and faculty
members to reduce the
amount of lighting in class-

rooms
Norton said the class is
asking that the row of lights
nearest the windows in each
room not be used, and that
all lights in unused room3 be
turned off
He said shutting off one
row of lights in each room

********** *********************************** ***
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*
*
*
*
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*
*
*
*
»
*
*
*
»
*
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*
*
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Noll
*
*
*
»
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Across From The Football Stadium
*
***** *********** ******************************* *

Wednesday Special

The Pizza People, Period

STEAK Dinner

Reg. 4.49

352-5221

Domino's

If it's available, gasoline in California is soiling for almost 52
cents a gallon. Since it wasn't available to Bob Smith, right,

4:50p.m. daily.

How can the average student help fight the energy
crisis?
According to students in
Physics 490, Environmental
Physics, they can start by
shutting off the lights in
Hayes Hall
Jim Norton, sophomore

Wed. & Thurs.
Qt. Coke Night
Wed. & Thurs.

-Both side* will establish
points of entry for the
replacement
of
war
material on a one-for-one
basis.
-All remaining military
and civilian prisoners of war
will be released.
There was no guarantee
that the new pact, at
reported by the sources
here, would work any better
than the original cease-fire.

Now Only .99

BIRCHWOOD PLACE
Buckeye House

SUPER
MARKET

CENTRE
GOOD THRU JUNE 3. 1973

Pepsi
DEL MONTE
303

DEL MONTE
303

8

16 oi. bottles

CUT GREEN BEANS
SLICED GREEN BEANS
CUT WAX BEANS and
SWEET PEAS

79c

REG. $1.00

for

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE
KERNEL CORN

5 for

HOME DAIRY BUTTERMILK OR
LOWFAT CHOCOLATE

$1.00
$1.00

2Vi GAL.
CARTONS

r
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CATSUP 14 oi bottle
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h
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NORTHERN PAPER
TOWELS
Jumbo Roll

limit 3

COUPON G000 AT RE0 & WHITE

5

&££&&£Coupon .0&&&&

HEY
PODNERS!

Little Pleasures
124 N MAIN

THIS \j£€K€!f
.*'

lb. Western

Cheeseburger Platter
(cole slaw & trench fries)

and a Coke®

BG News

REG. '1.40

L€TUSB€
VOUR
UUH€€LS.
Fri. Iscop* Service

$115

IVBowling Green

4:15 p.m.-:

AR-Cleveland

705 p.m.f

LVBowling Green

4:15 p.m.

ARColumbus

6:45 p.m.

Sunday Return

CASHMERE
BOUQUET
BAR SOAPS

2 Roll Pack

25c

29c
COUI
COUPON G000 AT REO & WHITE

SOFT TOUCH
BATHROOM TISSUE
Limn 2

OFFICE
4'D's • Mon Sal
1 00 5 00 or Appoint

CALL
352-9378

GOOD ONLY MAY 30
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Summer *125/mo.
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Wednesday is
Dollar Day

U.S. CHOICE CHUCK STEAKS
U.S. CHOICE ROUND STEAK
vvvwmx.mxxATvvw&i
COUPON GOOD AT RED a WHITE

June 2nd

IS NOW 25°. oil

2 bedroom furnished
Indoor pool
Heath spa available

MODEL OPEN

SPRING
CLEARANCE SAIE
All MERCHANDISE
COUECTING OUST ON
OUR SHELVES FOR
? MONTHS OR MORE

Mt. Vernon

NOW OPEN Sundays 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Weekdays 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

He said the exact amount
of electricity saved will not
be calculated until measurements are tallied, but said
he believes strict adherence
to the program will save the
University money
"And if it works, we'll ask
ihem (students and faculty)
to continue to use less than
they do now," he said.

M.i, ?9th

Now Leasing Summer and Fall

201S. Main St across from Mid-American Bank

could result in a saving of
about $12 per year per room.
He said the experiment
could have a beneficial
effect
on
the
growing
problem of energy consumption in this country.
"The less energy used, the
more
there
is for the
future, "be said.
Norton said the group will
be measuring not only power
consumption,
but
the
willingness of students to
help as well.
"We want students to help
us. We're measuring their
reaction to
what we're
doing, too," be said.

limn 8

8 * 59c
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Faculty political opinions examined
Editor's
Note:
The
leUewtae. Is the tens* to ■
fear-part serin M the views
•f
Uatvertii*
fatally
ssesakers. Pan Three will
aaaear t«orrow

By Katai Halloa
News Editor

N.wtph.1. byG.f>.J Pu.ka
Petitions

protesting

installation

tamtroi atop tho library are

of

survoillaiK*

being circulated

around comput by tho Bowling Greon Commirtoo
to Investigate and Protest Campus Security Acts.
Hoping to obtain between 3,000-10,000 signa-

Political self-conception
apparently does make a
difference when considering
student activism, the hiring
of minorities, unionization
of faculty members and
faculty votes on major
political controversies
And where a faculty
member's interest lies, in
terms of research and
teaching, may make a
difference in the amount of
writing be or she does for
publication and the amount
of research support be or
she receives.
These are a few of the
conclusions that may be
drawn from a survey of the
University's
faculty
members conducted this
quarter by The News
Questionnaires were mailed
to 800 University faculty
members, with 440 returned

ture, the committee has thus far nMnled mere

THE SURVEY results
indicate that most faculty

than 600.

Quartet to visit Switzerland
Members of the Bowling
Green String Quartet will
become
"artists-in-residence this summer at the
Institute for Advanced
Music in Sion. Switzerland
The Quartet will leave
June 11 for a eight-week session at the chamber music
center, according to Dr.
Bernard Linden, professor
of performance studies and
. mlLst for the group.
Dr. Linden said the institute will pay for most of the
quartet's expenses and any
government fees "We must
pay for our own transportation, but the institute has

promised to set up some
concerts for us to perform lo
defray the expenses." he
said
The quartet, composed of
faculty members of the
School of Music, began in
1962 Since then, il has per
formed in many cities and
campuses throughout the
United States, as well as in
Kngland. t.nn .. .. Spain
and Mexico
Dr
Linden said the
quartet also was scheduled
to perform this month
behind the Iron Curtain, but
problems arose because the
second violinist. Young Nam

Kim. was born in Korea
"Since no diplomatic relations are maintained with
Korea behind the Iron Curtain, we were forced to
cancel our trip.'' he said
The other two musicians
in the quartet are Dr Paul
M.ik.n.i violinist and I'tlci
Howard cellist both pro
fessors of performing
studies

FOR APPOIHTMENT CALL 216-696 5866
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respondents

Tues.-Ladies Nite-all drinks
% Price
Fri.-Double Happy Hours - 4:30-7:00
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i
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TO:

HE NUD YOUR HELP—BECWSI

THE DEN

B.inkAini'Mirtiil

WE WANT TO UUP YOU!

PRESIDLNT MOORE HAS STATED HIS INTENT TO DIRECT STEPS WHICH WILL RESULT IN IMPROVED
RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR THI STUDENTS AT ROWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY.
A
COMMITTEE OF FACULTY AND STUDENTS IS AT WORK TO DEVELOP A FORMAT FOR WHAT WILL BE
AN AMBITIOUS UNDIR1AKING IN RECREATION ON A COLLEGE CAMPUS.
THI PRIMARY PURPOSE OF
IMPROVEMENTS IN EXISTING FACILITIES AND THE ADDITION OF NEW FACILITIES WILL BE TO
SERVE THI Nil IIS AND INTERESTS 0T THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY.

A.

■
■
■

RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES WHICH CURRENTLY EXIST,

B.

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES THAT ARE NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS.

C.

A RECREATIONAL FACILITY DESIGNED TO SERVE THE NEEDS AND INTERESTS OF THE
ENTIRE UNIVERISTY COMMUNITY.

THIS IS WHA1 Wl ",!lli FROM YOU:
1HR0UGH III! IISI nr IrllS HI VII I . nil US THI ACTIVITIES THAT YOU LIKE TO DO OR WOULD LIKE TO DO.
PLEASE USE THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE:
SCAN THE LIST AND INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCES NUMERICALLY.
NUMBER ALL OF YOUR PRIMARY
INTERESTS AS, (1); YOUR MODERATE INTERESTS AS, (?); YOUR INTER£STS~TF FACILITIES
WERE AVAILABLE AS, (3); NO INTERESTS AS, (4); PLEASE INDICATE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBTR
BY EACH ACTIVITY.

I.

IMPROVEMENT AND EXTENSION OF EXISTING FACILITIES
(
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(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
j
)

Weight Lifting (all forms)
Lighting, Tennis Courts
Lighting, I.M. Fields
Add Tennis Courts
Skiing (beyond classes)
Sailing
Canoeing, Beginning
Canoeing, Touring
Suana Baths
Bicycling
Cycle Paths on Campus
Designated Streets for Bicycles
Extend Hours, Natatorium
Extend Hours, Ice Arena
Extend Hours, Handball Courts

) Natural Ice Sheet (Winter Skating)

(

)

Hiking and Backpacking

■
i
■
i
■

in.
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(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
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Outdoor Volley Ball
Mountain and Rock Climbing
Bowling on the Green
Fence Driving Range
Archery
Craft Center

PLEASE INDICATE ANY OTHER INTERESTS:
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PLEASE COMPLETE NOW!

RETURN TO:

MAIN DESK - RESIDENCE HALL
UNION
COMMUTER CENTER
CAMPUS MAIL

■

I

:

i

■

i
i

■
■

I S II)

HOW MANY HOURS MIGHT YOU AVERAGE WEEKLY IN THE ABOVE ACTIVITIES IF ADEQUATE
FACILITIES WERE AVAILABLE?

i
i
i

I
■
I
I
I

■
I
■

Water Polo Facility
Synchronized Swimming Facility
Large Recreational and Competitive Swimming Pool, OUTDOOR
Large Recreational and Competitive Swimming Pool, INDOOR
Tennis
Closed Court Games (handball, sguash and paddleball)
Volley Ball
Badminton
Basketball
Running Track
Dance Studio
Gymnastics
Fencing
Combatives: Karate, Judo, etc.
Recreation for Handicapped; specify:
Large, Synthetic Turf Area
Batting Cage for Rec. Use
Weight Lifting (all forms)
Wrestling
Fitness - Health Spa

HOW MANY HOURS HAVE YOU AVERAGED WEEKLY IN THE ABOVE ACTIVITIES
DURING THE PAST YEAR?

■

I
I
■
I
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RECREATION BUILDING
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Make Me An Offer I Cant Refuse"

Masteichaiye

I

SlUDfNTS, FACUITY AND STAFF

THREE AREAS OF ACTIVITY ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION:

i
i
i

Dave says

The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
would like to congratulate the
Following Seniors:
Larry Carr - Outstanding Senior
Tom Bull - Lover of the Year(s)

Call 352-0717
or 352-7660

II.

Nothing Held Back

Chi Omega

(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

I
I

Everything Reduced

NEW SWEETHEART

$100 per month
Summer Rate

i
i
i
i

YEAR END CLEARANCE

The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
would like to present their

OF THOSE respondents
who indicated their primary
interest was in both, but
leaning toward research.
71.4 per cent have not
received federal research
money in the past year.
However. 40 2 per cent have
received private research
support.

Miss Mem Welsh

Bony Doyle
Frank Gaerlner

THE DEN

ONE MEMBER of the
speech department said.
"Some of us actually are
dedicated to good teachingteaching as a profession, not

a 10 a.m. to 1p.m. job.
"Some of us are not
researchers - why can't we
be judged and considered on
our merits? Both types of
individuals have their place
in the education society, hat
the scale of achievement
seems to be weighted In
favor of be who researches
"Why should taxpayers
money support the work of a
closeted faculty member
who seeks only to make a
name for himself
"If it's sour grapes-so be
it."
A member of the School of
Music said. "There should
be more emphasis on
i -iching and less on
writings and research to
help the student in these
times of uncertainty."

• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry facilities

At Green & Montecello South Euclid
Guys 21
G,.U 18

Of those who said their
primary interest was in
both, but leaning toward
teaching. 91.6 per cent and
74.3 per cent have received
no federal or private
research
support,
respectively, in the past
year.
Of those respondents who
expressed an equal interest
in research and teaching.
81.3 per cent said tbey have
received no federal research
support in the past year.
However. 44 per cent have
received private research
money.

803 & 815, 8th St.

who

"The New Place"

teaching and 17.S per cent
toward research
Only three of the nine
respondents who said their
interest was primarily in
research have received
research support during the
last year. The three
received research support
from an agency of the
federal government.
Two of the nine have had
none of their writings
published or accepted for
publication in the past two
years One respondent had
more than 10 published or
accepted; the rest had
between one and 10
published or accepted.
Of those who indicated
their primary interest was
in teaching. 93 3 per cent
have received no federal
research support; 85.8 have
received no private support.

MR CONDITIONED ARTS.
AVAILABLE

OF THOSE WHO called
themselves liberals. 63.4 per
cent agreed, middle-of-theroad. 29 2 per cent,
moderately
conservative.
28 7 per cent. and strongly
conservative. 0
In
considering
unionization of faculty
members, 74 8 per cent of

GANDALFS

College trained men and women will be considered to sup
plemenl our present stall These positions ate lull lime
summer |Obs Searching for applicants who are de
pendable and who ate hard workers Excellent oppor
tumties for lop earnings during summer Can earn

(LONG HAIR OKAY'

ABOUT n per cent of the
respondents said teaching
was their primary interest,
while two per cent said they
were mainly interested in
research A majority (68 9
per cent! said they were
interested in both, with 35.4
per cent leaning toward

Try

18 or Over

Excellent opportunities for advancement this summer and
may continue to work on a part time or full-time basis next
fall.

Of the 44 respondents who
considered themselves left
or radical. 97 6 per cent
approved the emergence of
radical students activism in
recent years
Of those who indicated
tbey were liberals. 75 9 per
cent approved the activism.
middle-of-the-road. 30.2 per
cent:
moderately
conservative. 15 3 per cent;
and strongly conservative.
0.
The same pattern held
true for the hiring of
minorities, unionization of
faculty members, and
faculty votes on major
political controversies
Of the left or radical
respondents. 77 1 per cent
agreed that "groups which
are underrepresenled on the
faculty-such as blacks.
Chicanos and womenshould be assigned a large
share of future faculty
vacancies until they are
proportionately
represented

considered themselves left
or
radical
agreed
unionization "Is beneficial
and should be extended.''
Of the liberals. 57 2 per
cent agreed; middle-of-theroad, St.3 per cent:
moderately
conservative.
28.7 per cent; and strongly
conservative. 22 2 per cent.
In response to the
question. "Do you agree or
disagree that it Is desirable
for college and university
faculty to put themselves on
record by vote on major
political controversies?".
70 4 per cent of those
respondents who considered
themselves left or radical
agreed.
Of the liberals. 487 per
cent agreed; middle-of-theroad. 24.1 per cent;
moderately conservative.
25 8 per cent, and strongly
conservative. 22 2 per cent.

Looking For NITE LIFE
in the Cleveland area this
Summer?

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

$135 • $175 Per Week
BASED ON YOUR PRODUCTIVITY

members characterize
themselves politically a*
liberals or moderates.
Of the 440 respondents.
36 8 per cent considered
themselves liberals. 23.6 per
cent, moderately conservative; 22.5 per cent, middleof-the-road: 10 per cent, left
or radical. and two per cent,
strongly conservative.
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Proposed housing code awaiting ok

Editor'* Note: Tkc
■•Uowtac i* tbe fkr.1 la ■
tbree part series ak«il Ike
profMr* bwu.ln* c*»e. II
was written ky Sac Myer*.
Joalor (B.A.). ai aa
Eiaerlneatal
Stadles
project. Part Two will
appear tomorrow.
By Sae Myen
Heated debates among
rily
administrators,
residents and University
-luuVnts have been sparked
by the discussion of the
proposed housing code tor
howling Green
The code has been
l onsidered by the Housing
(ommisston. city council
ronimiltees, the Wood
i minly Board of Health and
x-veral joint sessions It is
now waiting approval from
the Wood County Board of
Health and then Bowling
(.reen City Council
Council's Planning and
Zoning
Committee
ili'ternuned that a revision
..iid combination of the
luoposed city code and the

present
Wood County
housing code would probably
be most effective and moat
easily implemented, said
Dr.
Thomas Anderson,
committee chairman.
His committee, the
housing commission and the
Wood
County Health
Department
worked to
revise the '■odes to make one
code to encompass city and
county
THE REVISED version of
the code was submitted to
the Wood County Board of
Health at its monthly
meeting. May 10.
James Coy, a member of
the Wood County Health
Department, said no action
was taken then because
members must study the
document before a decision
can be made
With three public notices
required
at monthly
meetings of the board, it will
be fall before any action can
be taken. Dr Anderson said.
Coy said the board will
compare the proposed code
with the present one He

Winthrop Terrace
LOW LOW LOW
SUMMER RATES
1 BEDROOM — 220/qtr.
2 BEDROOM - 250/qtr.
2 BEDROOM
2 BATH - 270/qtr.
Rates Based On 2 People
OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD.
Ph. 352-9135

would not predict the
board's decision.
If the board approves the
code, it will go to city
council where it muat be
read three times. Dr.
Anderson said there could be
official
legislation
and
enforcement machinery in
effect by mid-fall.
"Until
the Health
Department passes it, there
is no sense for the city to
take action and contract
with
them
for
enforcement," he said
Dr. Anderson said if the
board decides not to act be
will start legislation on
something similar to what
the city had proposed
before But be said he is
confident the board will
adopt the new code.
THE CODE is designed
"to protect the public
health, safety and general
welfare in buildings used for
dwelling purposes."
Single dwellings, multiple
dwellings, rooming bouses,
rooms and travel trailers
would be under the

jurisdiction of the code.
The code calls for a
bousing officer to arrange
for
the
systematic
inspection of dwellings in
marginal areas.
Criteria used to determine
marginal areas include no
water, electric or sewer
facilities; vacant for six
months or longer; failure to
meet
housing
code
specifications; classified as
dilapidated or deteriorating
by U.S. Census standards;
and/or complaints on file
about the maintenance of a
structure.
Inspections also may be
made when the housing
officer receives a written
complaint about a dwelling.
A Housing Board of
Adjustments and Appeals
would be created by the
proposed code, whose seven
members would represent
tenants,
homeowners,
realtors,
rental owners,
developers
and civic
leaders
A
University
student who resides off
campus in rental housing

Vi BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 Ridge St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry Facilities

$130 per month
Summer Rate
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

CALL 352-0717
or 352-7660

ROCK AND SHOP

also would serve on the
board.
The board would consider
appeals of persons claiming
tbe
code
was
misinterpreted. It would
grant extensions for repairs
when tbe required work
would be a hardship on the
owners.
Variances, or exceptions
to the code, would be
granted if they do not
endanger the public.
IF A VIOLATION is
discovered at a dwelling, the
housing officer
may
reinspect the property.

If the violation is not
corrected, occupancy of the
dwelling could be prevented
or tbe owner could be
prosecuted
for
a
misdemeanor
Each day the violation
remained
uncorrected
would count aa a separate
offense. Upon conviction,
the owner could be fined not
more than $300 for each
offense.
The bousing officer also
can recommend the board
declare a dwelling unfit for
human habitation. If tbe
bousing board finds the
dwelling unimprovable, it

The proposed code is very
similar to tbe one submitted
at a public bearing Oct. 23.
1972. Minor changes in
language constitute most of
the differences.
Tbe word "family" has
been taken out of the
proposed code because it
produced arguments about
what constitutes a family
and whether students can be
considered a family unit.
Other changes in the
sections dealing with
requirements for dwelling
units are scattered. Most
serve to clarify points
already raised.

may order the owner to
demolish the structure.
THE PROPOSED code
also outlines requirements
for maintenance of exterior
property areas and sets
standards for the exterior of
tbe building. Interior
structure standards also are
specified.
A section dealing with
space and
occupancy
requirements outlines the
minimum
facilities
necessary for each dwelling
and
specifies spatial
requirements for tbe
number of tenants.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I River BIB,
.*I

DOWN
1 Cloy.
2 Cornucopia.
3 M.-.l irhool
course.
4 Claimed.
5 Small town: Abbr.
6 Sale word..
7 Noun suffix.
8 Appropriated.
9 Abundance.
10 Oppositionist.
11 Presently.

Shor part.

'" KAK ausilisrv.
1.1 To,,,.
11 Scrooge,
15 -!■ ill

-\ ■

III

16 \. rni..,t'. ntt.
in I.Ike
of
brirkt.
19 NereMltate.
Jll Hriii-h motley.
'11 I M" "I iMintitis:
l\ Uinv -aivini.
r. I Indira.
2K Orderly.
M w I;MM Conine,
35 Meaner.
16 I I'M

K

12 Tooth.
14 Fashion.
I? Pope John's
Sredecessor.
.plimi.tir.
23 Honor guard.
2T» Small hriring.

vni.Ill

Al.hr.
17 lin MI-MHI
w Dapple gray.
VI Parly.
10

26
27
20
I"

rill III,,

I \ M.l.
U TVil.c.l
U RllMOt,

Team member.
Equally.
Oliver.
K.tr.i leaf.

31 Tempest" role.
32
33
35
30
41
44
4.>
48
40
30
51

u O'Floheri) novel
ol 1933.
r> Famoui iii. knine.
■ '' Timetable
abbreviation.
17 One ... the
Gemini.
.'' Veatry.
H Tarkey*i raphal.
~>H Hugged rork.
W That md. ii:
Slant: phranr
61 Fairy Talc
character.
(■:' Modern fabric.
6.1 Lowest pinochle
card,
M \-h
65 Whine.
66 Jokr- of j aorl.

52
53
.'i"»
56
57
60

Go cycling.
All possible.
Baseball player.
Brisk, as a breere.
Moslem judge.
Combined.
Side of the stage.
Old-time ran.
Craft.
Constellation.
"
Nome,"
<.ihla'» aria.
By way of.
Cheer.
Land area.
Spoke.
Gibbons.
Miller.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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by Bran! pnrker and Johnny hart
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Going Out of Business

RECORD SALE
ALL $5.98 IP'S

NOW $2.99!

CLaSSIFIED ■■—»>"■■

«m

hour* credit. undergrada
contact Dr Adelu Peter*.
372-24*1 Graduate* Judy
DuShanc 372 2*31

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday. May 30. 1I7J

TORRENT
TOR SALE

There will be a Christian prayer meeting at i IS pm at
Prout Chapel

70 Triumph TRt low
mileage (MOO 353*303

ALL OTHER RECORDS
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
Everything Must Go!!!
We Will Not Be Re-ordering
First Come First Serve

40% to 50% OFF ALL OTHER
MERCHANDISE
Come Today That Record May Not Be There Tomorrow

31
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Set ol Keys
M Science, call 2.303)

210

ANYONE
IN BEING
CALL THE
HOUSE AT

INTERESTED
A HOUSEBOY ■
KAPPA DELTA
2-2*71

SERVICES OFFERED
LYRIC AUTO has moved to
the country south on US at
to Kramer Rd Turn left
Fixing VW 4 American
car* Same phone. JS2-70JI
HIDES
Ride to Colorado leaving
Sal.June* CallM-4M
2 nted rsde New York are*
June i Call Torill 2-5475
Riders needed to New
Jersey leaving early June 1.
returning late June 3-call 24541 or 2 28(1
leave
message
WANTED

Waitress wanted. Pagliai's
1'iixa Apply in person. 1004
S Main
Any girl needing a summer
job. 400 w Elm st Nona
Baltimore. M-F. »4 30 257

•n

PERSONALS
CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS gold or sterling at
Use Working Haas) Craft
CeaSerSUCiaaiail

71 Opel 1100 stauonwagon
KM stereo system Best
offer Ph 3S2-KS4
Garage Sale baby need*
plus much more May 31
June 3 114pm. IB S
Summit
1M1 Ford, good transport*
lion 1100 354-45*1
'42 Chevy conv 'Fun car"
US. HUM 354-2972
M Dodfe Coronet 440 conv
SCI essg. Good coad Must
sell Make an oiler 353-11U
71 Honda CBJM with bar
Eicell 352 4440

FALL

71 Haraaha B0 Enduro
Eicellenl cond Call 2-4S34

PAGUAI'S IS CLOSED
MONDAY 4 TUESDAY
REGULAR HOURS REST
OF WEEK

73 350 Kawasaki Enduro
Eicellenl cond 372-4134

SIGN UP
RUSH'

FOR

Wanted to buy- used bicycles, call Charlie. 352
7744

For emotional and material
pregnancy asd. call 352-4234

Wanted rhythm guitarist
and lead singer (or rock
band Call 352- 2712 or 3630*71 alter, 10

WANTED- You at FOTTENBOTTENS INN lbs* sum
mer downtowa Wllloaghwy
easl ol (-levels**)

HELP WANTED

Unaralakad Troth' isooib.
cap bag (or books groceries. * 11 50 Coop

Full tune salesmen needed
Should be familiar in re
tailing bake*, lawn mower*
4 sporting good* If interested call LasaUe's. 3U-

Used bike lor >aie- IIS Call
372-1274

Envtruamanul KowcaUoa
Workshop, leam-laaghl.
July »Aag 17 I quarter

I I 40 mobile home on lot
ant to campus Reasonable
oiler 352-4714
Used fan good clean cond
Bad 4 living pieces 352
IS I 44 mobile home Ben
offer Call Sandy 455 3794 or

m-at*.

String b.
153-57*4
4-roo strslocsstter list Call
»l-S7Hln*ve

APARTMENTS
RENT WWW,

FOR

Openings lor 1-4 person*
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS now renting for
summer 4 (all SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES 1140 per
month New furnished 2
minute walk to campus. 5 to
town
Located behind
Burger Chef Phone 352 9302
days. 352-8033 evenings or
352-7145 evenings
Teachers, grad students
young working people- turn
2 bdrm apt tor summer
Ph 352 8161 mornings

Apt* (or summer 4 tail
rental Special summer
rale* I block to campus
Apply Hambiin Cleaner* or
call 353-4*73 before Spm or
353-3143 after 6pm
Creenview Apartments.
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrm . 2 bdrm .
4 ell available Special
summer rate*, call 3S2 111ft
or stop by
Available fall 4 summer
leases Cose to campus
Phone 352-1973 ,HHM
APARTMENTS
RENT 3S2-9J7J

FOR

Wanted Housemateisi now
and or through summer
Nice situation I

House lor rent (or summer
2 hicks Irm crop* 351-0647
Rog

Female roommate needed
neit year Call J7TA0S* alter

NORTH GROVE
APARTMENTS
1 BED KIRN
4-MAN 346 00 EA
Pels accepted
Call 353-SKl

1 bdrm (urn married couple 1140-mo Opening* June
154 30 Sept 1 Ph
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH »2 73*5

CAMPING'
73 MOTOR HOMES AND
TRAVEL
TRAILERS
TRAVEL TRAILERS M0
PER WEEKEND Fee includes lull insurance 4
extra*. Dannies Leasing.
PetTTsbarg. 174-117*
APARTMENTS
RENT aU-lTT*

FOR

2 bdrm lurn apt ceotral
heat 4 air Off street
parking Pri sun deck. To
sublet (or sum qtr to 4
mature girl students
Available June 10-Aug II.
Call B34K5.1 30-4 30. Moa-

rrt

Apt*. 4 bouses for summer
only 362-1241 before 4pm

Rmmale needed summer
share apt. own room 1125
lor sum 351*47, ask for
Jay. leave mage.

Apt*, aad rooms (or sum 4
(all. Near campus Pk 351
71*..

Farm, apt air coad. 1 block
from rung as Sum oary
Pb 362-OHI alter (

mimwtmi, RA-Y JO, 1973, TK. M N.WI/I*,. 7
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ONLY THE BEST...

Great Scot

CHOOSY CHOICE MEATS

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

CHICKEN LEGS
6 THIGHS .
&. 99c

VEAL PATTIES

CHICKEN
BREASTS
PORK STEAK

BEEF LIVER

SHOP AND SEE!

. 89c

PORK CUTLETS

YOU CAN SAVE OH
YOUR FOOD PURCHASES

HEINZ GUI AT AMERICAN

TOMATO
oz.

MOOR'S

ONION
RINGS

1*

oz.

1

[iy

CHILLY THINGS

FUDGE
BARS.

12
PK.

4

[IT

PARKAY
MARGARINE!
JUMIONOIIHUN

c

29

PAPER TOWELS
SOFT TOUCH

TOILETTISSUE
ST.REGIS

JkJfc.

PAPERPLATES
BUTTERNUT

0%f%

,„ 25e
£99e

CREAMETTES
CMAMITTU

__

49<

MACARONI

SALTINF.S&.Z0
MOTT'S

APPLESAUCE

33(
29'

_

DEIMONIE

BROWNIE MIX

„nW

BISQUICK

MO,43

e

ADOIPH'S

AA.

PINEAPPLE JUICE
SUNSWEET

__

PRUNE JUICE

SEAWAY 4 FLAVORS

__

INSTANT BREAKFASTS 49c

$ 09

1

ICE CREAM CONES

DETERGENT

66c
0km ~

BAR-B-QUEBEANS.,.<,. 25c

HUNTS 4 VARIETIES

IVORY
LIQUID

_

SKILLET DINNERS

PKC

,KO

31c

BAC-O's

EVAPORATED

MHJL.TAU

e

20

PILLSBURY LAYER

CAKE MIXES

25

c

POTTED MEAT
SWIFT

c

»» 28

CHUCK WAGON DINNER 55e
__

__

VIENNA SAUSAGE

.29

rtED RIPE

,soz 58e

PINE-SOL

HAIF#3

We Wo/come <
III 0 1 PMS MRV

COUPONS

BANANAS
CHIQUITA

j
;

,„ 79

PURINA 1 IB.

WATERMELON
._

40Ox

CAMPBIll

MEATTENDERIZER,,0,53*

THE FRESHEST I-KOOL KRISP PRODUCE
FRESH

£ 29c

III I I » r(ROCKER
U< H Ml V
BEiir

CARNATION

COFFEE MATE
REALEMON

PIUSiURY FAMILY SUE

SUPREME

f\e\r

£« 22c

BREAD
REYNOLDS ECONOMY

UMnW!':

g

SftUDA

KAc 1

INSTINTTEI
or. »«
*HH!MilG««H<OUOUfON

if

13'

;

«*

GOOD TM»U IUNI * 1»TJ

1

'*
•MI

MIX WELL HOUSE
r*
!«_•;» ww
i nnv /win
i ri
PRICES
GOOD THRU
JUNE 4i IWJ
WE RESERVE QUAN 1 IT Y RIGHTS

_A

J!"' 79c

ALUMINUM FOIL

:

:5

39

EVM

COFFEE
WITH THItOtf AI SCOI COUPON
OOOOIHtlU IUNI4 »•»!

rf ••?

v

Great Scot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

J:: Si

I stsi

.•/TfceiONewi,

,Man/M. 1*73

Athletes meet metric system
sports pages

CINCINNATI (APt Imagine
Henry
Aaron
slamming a home run ovei
tbe center field fence at the
123.13 meter mart
Or
Howard Coaell commenting
on a key "third and
centimeters
situation in
football
Brace
yourself
sports
fans. The metric system
could make tbe slide ml. I
necessity for readme; the

Tbe prospects of feet and
inches
being
abolished
promise to hit the sports fan
where it hurts -in the record
book
Some
freshly-painted
numbers on Riverfront
Stadium's outfield wall over
tbe weekend may have
officially signalled the start
of iiu metric movement in
professional sports

THE CINCINNATI REDS
in a move apparently
designed to show their
feelings for the American
League's newly introduced
designated hitter, converted
outfield distances to metric
figures and waited for
baseballs first "metric
home run" or " borne ter ."
Tbe
baseball fan's
reaction to tbe gimmick
could be measured in yawns

Baseball would be least
affected by a change to the
metric system, but some
diebards may not take to tbe
idea of Babe Ruth's
legendary tape measures
being changed from 600 feet
to 172.0 meters.
And bow will Bear Bryant
accept referring to football
as "a game of decimeters?"
WILL Woody Hayes
sputter when bis offense is
changed to "2.0 meters and
a cloud of dust?"
What
about
tbe
Indianapolis 500? Is It soon
to be a kilometer classic?
Tbe changes would be
minimal for
basketball,
hockey and golf. The biggest
need would be some math
refreshers for sports

announcers who will be
called upon to quickly
describe tbe distance of a
Jerry West jumper, a Bobby
Hull slapsbot or a Jack
Nicklaus drive.
SWIMMING and track and
field have faced exposure to
the system every four years
for the Olympics, so there's
no problem there.
Baseball is fretting tbe
least.
Chicago Cubs' shortstop
Don Kessinger. who won tbe
first metric game with a 117meter triple Saturday
against Cincinnati, took tbe
news of his history-making
feat calmly.
"It's still a three-base
hit," he winked

Newtphoto by Themes O linden
Junior midfielder Paul Wayne eludes two Ashland players in
/\//-#VlfO Wt?Sf

a

game played earlier thi* season Yesterday Wayne and four

of his teammates were named to the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association's All-Midwesl team.

Wor,d

Richie-baseball's comic

Top-seeded staa Smith stmggled for five sets before
overcoming his United States Davis Cup doubles partner
Erik Van Dillen in the French Open Tennis Championships
Monday night.
Smith, of Pasadena. Calif., won. 6-2, 6-4. 4-6, 6-1, to move
into the final 16 bracket

FvVWV>Bn#t# ■*/ FftfjWWtBS IX UHsspfm

Freshman tracks! er Lew Maclin was a winner (or the Falcons
Ooff

°'

,n

* All-Ohio Championships held last Saturday at Berea

The first-year man from Toledo (DeVilbiss) placed first in the
triple jump with a leap of 47'2 Vi ".

BG Sports Shorts
Gary Tranquill. 33. has
resigned his post as an
assistant Falcon football
coach
A
Bowling
Green
secondary
coach and
defensive
coordinator.
Tranquill has taken a
position as coach of quarterbacks and receivers with the
United States
Naval
Academy.
He joined the Falcon
football staff in February
1071. after a year as
assistant football coach at
Ball State University
Tranquill is the second BG
assistant football coach to
resign this year. Hey
Dempsey quit earlier to
accept the head coaching job
at Youngstown State
University
OLYMPIAN Dave Woltle
was the lone member ol the
Bowling Green track squad
named to the All Mul
American Conference track
team announced by league
Commissioner Fred Jacoby
Wottle won the mile and
half-mile runs at the conference meet May 18-19
Also selected were Kent's
Gerald Tinker, Jacques Accambray. Len Turner.
Jerome Turner, Columbus
Totten and Ted Harris;
Eastern Michigan's Stan
Vinson. Gordon Minty and
Tony Nelson; Miami's Tom
Welleling and Tom Doerr;
Ohio University's Rich
Doswell and Chris Adams.
Western Michigan's Jim
Williams, and Toledo's
Barry Fishier
BG'S WOMEN golfers,
who won the first Ohio State

Invitational two weeks ago.
placed third in the 12th
annual Midwest Women's
Collegiate held at the
University ol Illinois. May
18-19
Michigan State edged out
Ohio State for first place by
one stroke. Bonnie Lauer of
Michigan
State was
medalist foi the fourth

INDIANAPOLIS (API The Indianapolis 500-mile
race, plagued by rain and
alieady marred by a
spectacular crash, was
postponed a second time
yesterday when officials
said the famed track was not
safe.
Chief Steward
Harlan
Fengler.
probably
the
busiest man at the ancient
race course he has ruled for
16 years, announced that the
third attempt to get the SI
million classic underway
will be made at 10 am.
EDT. todav
He had told the 175.000
spectators, most of whom
were huddled under
umbrellas and plastic tarpaulins, that the '."J mile
Indianapolis
Motor
Speedway was extremely
dangerous and unsafe for
use
THE S7TH running of
America s oldest and richest
auto race had been set for a
noon. EDT. start Monday
Earlier,
Fengler fined
three drivers JUKI each for
improving their positions

.
*

W

L Pel i.H

W

Detroit
New York
Baltimore
Boston
Cleveland
Milwaukee

23
22
18
18
IS
IK

20 535
22 500 1 .
20 474 SH
21 «2 i
23 452 3^
23 45;' i .

Chicago
27 18 600
New York
20 21 488 5
Pittsburgh
18 20 474 5>i
Montreal
17 21 447 6'<
Philadelphia 19 24 442 7
SI Louis
16 24 400 8'i

West On IIIM
Chicago
California
Kansas City
Minnesota
Oakland
Texas

24
23
25
22
23
13

14
18
21
19
21
27

S Francisco
Los An*.I
Houston
Cincinnati
Atlanta
San Diego

L Pel. i.H

Wed Divbloa

Weeaeseay Night
Cleveland at Texas
Baltimore at Kansas City
Detroit al Chicago
Minnesota al Milwaukee
Oakland at New York
California at Boston

2'•
3
3'i
4
12

31
27
21
26
17
16

19
19
20
19
26
31

620
587
583
578
395
340

before Monday's aborted
start
They were Steve Krisiloff
of Parsippany. N.J.. the
seventh-place starter; Peter
Revson of New York City,
whose McLaren will go off
10th. and three-time winner

A J
Foyt. whose 23rd
position was the worst he
has ever had in 16 starts at
lndy
Foyt. because of his poor
qualifying effort, had been
expected to charge away at
the start and quickly make

2
1
2'i
10 .
I3>i

Wrearsttay

Houston at Chicago
New York at San Francisco
Monlieal al San Da-go. night
Philadelphia at Los Angeles, night
Atlanta it Pittsburgh, mghl
Cincinnati al Si. Louu. night

his way to the front
This year's 500 already
has claimed one life.
Veteran Art Pollard was
killed in a fiery crash during
a practice lap before his
attempt to qualify for the
race.

Padres moving, D. C. waits
WASHINGTON (AP) Mayor Walter Washington
says the nation's capital is
ready for National League
baseball.
That opinion is apparently
shared by at least some of
its citizens, including Joseph
B Danzansky and his two
partners, who paid 812
million for the last-place
San Diego Padres
"You never appreciate a
thing until you've lost it."
said Mayor Washington
"We're going to fill that
stadium."
RFK (Robert F Kennedy)
Stadium now seals some
53.000. with a bill in
Congress to add 8.000 more
Danzansky said the team
must draw at least 900.000.
and quite possibly one

million, for the owners to
break even
DANZANSKY. president
of the Giant Food supermarket chain, said his partners,
all of whom own one-third
interest, are Marvin Willig.
an Investment specialist and
real estate entrepeneur. and
Dr. Robert Schattner. who
left dentistry to develop
pharmaceutical products
HE SAID that at least
three banks have agreed to
finance the deal;
the
Armory
Board, which
operates RFK Stadium has
entered into a 12-year lease
with his group, and all that
remains Is approval by the
National League owners.
He said he met May 15
with league representatives
and hopes the owners will

Five stickers on
All-Midwest team

NATIONAL LEAGI'E
East IMvltloa

632
561
543
.537
.523
325

The BG team of l.indy
Bastel (1771. Chris Sharpe
(183). Carolyn Treece (185)
and Teme Fair (197) totaled
a 742
Michigan State
finished with a 734. while
Ohio Slate posted a 735

Chicago White Soi pitcher Wither Weed picked up two
more victories Sunday to increase his record to 13-3.
Wood burled tbe laat five innings of Use 21 frame
marathon contest against the Cleveland Indians which tbe
White Sox won, 6-3 The game was suspended after 16
innings Saturday and resumed Monday.
The 21 inning contest was tbe longest In Cleveland's
history as a baseball club. Tbe previous record was set Sept.
20, 1071, when the Indians lost to tbe Washington Senators, 86. in the 20th inning
Wood also was the winning pitcher In the regular
scheduled game as tbe White Sox beat tbe Indians. 44).

Indy 500' delayed reset for today

Major league slate
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Dtviiloi

consecutive year, shooting a
three over par (1551 lor the
36-hole tournament

"I feel good and I'm going to play, but I don't know
when." said Willie Mays, a 42-year-old baseball player for
the New York Mets
Mays, who has been on tbe disabled list since May 13 with
a sore right shoulder, put on a uniform for tbe first time in
two weeks Monday
Jim Ryea used his famous closing kick to pass Olympic
champion Kip Keino and Jerome Howe in tbe final quarter
to win the mile event in 4:07.4 before 6.122 spectators at a
pro track meet in Kansas City.
An American record of 47:49 in tbe 10-mile run was set by
Olympian Jeff GaUeway, 27, a Raleigh school teacher, In tbe
North Carolina Track Club's one-bour run.

Three Falcon lacrosse
players have been named to
the first team of the 1073
United States
Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association
(USILAI All-Midwesl Team
Named to tbe first team
were BO s senior attackman
Bob Decker from Baltimore. Md. (Friends), junior
midfielder Paul Wayne of
Flint. Mich (North Syracuse. NY ). and sophomore
defenseman Mike Wilcos of
Ithaca. N Y
(Peddle)
Wilcox was one of six returning members of the first
team.
Coach Mickey Cochrane's
team also picked up two
second-team spots as sophomore attackman Verna

Zabek and freshman goalie
Pat Collura were selected.
Decker completed his
second year of lacrosse by
setting a BG career scoring
record with 72 goals. Wayne
led the midfield in scoring
with 13 goals and eight
assists
Zabek also set a career
record with 73 assists as be
notched 44 this season to
rank among tbe leaders in
the Midwest
For tbe second straight
year, the Falcon stickers
reached the quarter-finals of
the USILA national tournament. BG finished in a tie
for second In tbe Midwest
Lacrosse Association and
finished the season with a 9-4
record.

meet soon to give their approval
Danzansky also expressed
the possibility, slim as it
might be. that the Padres
would be moved to Washington this year after the AllStar game. He said, however, that the chance of the
transfer being made this
season is slim.

BEING
traded
from
Cleveland to Washington
after an 0-for-35 start didn t
bother him. he said
The
only good thing about
playing in Cleveland is thai
you don't have to make road
trips bark there "
The (ride to the Senators
for casl and a player to be
named later hurt, he admits
"At the end ol the year they
waiuiHi
give me bach ■■
the player to be named
later
H
was packing his

CINCINNATI (AP)-Move
over Bob Hope. The Cincinnati Beds have a
contender for "king of the
one-liners.'' says Pete Hose
Quick-quipping Kichie
Scheinblum says he's only
"saying what comes to my
mind "
What usually comes (o the
well-traveled
poker-faced
Scheinblum s mind leaves
his teammates in stitches
ONE has to have a sense
of humor after 10 years in
pro baseball, which has
included being traded to four
different clubs in the last
four years
"I was traded when I was
eight.'' says Scheinblum.
and adds. "I have an airmail
stamp on my forehead "It's
not even COD."
The New York City native
says he grew up on "a sixteenth of an acre between
buildings."
SCHEINBLUM. asked one
day by pitcher Jack Hilling
ham why he spit so much for
a guy who does not chew
tobacco, answered "that's
the way I keep my weight
down."
The 30-year old outfielder
was asked about the tightlylettered name in the form of
a horseshoe on the back of
his uniform "I had to grow
big shoulders to gel all my
name on my back."
It's his second stint with
the Keds and he painfully
remembers the first
Birdie Tebbetts used to tell
me to go kneel in the on-deck
circle until he could think of
someone to send up and hit "

I'm probably the only
guy in the history of baseball
to hil 300. make the All Star
team and not have a job the
next year." he said
Asked about his hitting,
which has soared of late
since
replacing
Cesar
Gerommo in nghtf leld
I'm coming along like a
simmering stew."

Associated Press Wirephoto
Cincinnati

Reds

outfielder.

Richie

Scheinblum

doubles as the team's comedian. He has been
dubbed as the 'king of the one liners.'
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mamiya/sekor 500 DTL 35mm SIR Camera
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Vivitar 135mm f2.8 Auto
Telephoto Lens
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► Preferred for allaround use m
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arid landscape
photography
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suitcase again last winter
when the Kansas City
Koyals traded him to
Cincinnati
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LUTHER APTS.
Special
Summer Rates
1 bdrm. '250.00
2 bdrm. - '300.00
(2-4) Occupants

Pendleton
Realty
353-3641

STOP

Vivitar
2X Auto
Tele Converter

Vivitar

# Turns you' normal lens into 3 100mm
portrait lens, your telephoto into a
270mm super telephoto
* Couples to automatic diaphragm and
dual meters

Don't play games with your pictures.
Be a winner with this grzat
photo outfit...

BEST PHOTO BUYS
IN TOWN
''T'TT

109 State St.

* ShvNght filters
'cr Doth normal
and telephoto
'enses.
* FlimmatesUV
light, produces
natural color
rendition in
open shade or
on overcast
days

'»'H ^

Ph. 352-8160

ALL FOR
$20900

